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New law,targets need to graduate in four years
by Tim Yeadon
Staff reporter

Five years is not an acceptable
amount of time for a college student to spend obtaining a degree in ·
the 1990s, according to the state
Legislature.
A new time to degree law requires all Washington state colleges and universities to adopt strategies designed to shorten the time it takes students to graduate.
"The Legislature finds that, in
public colleges and universities, im ..
provement is needed in graduation
rates and in the length of time required for students to attain their
education objectives," the Senate
version of the law read.
"We are being asked to look at our
graduation rates and figure out how ·
we can improve the percentage of
people who graduate in four years,"

said James Pappas, Central's dean
of Academic Services.
According to Institutional Research, 45 percent of students who
entered Central in 1987 graduated
within four years, while an additional 6 percent graduated after five
years.
A memo sent to department chairs
by Thomas D. Moore, provost and

vice president for Academic Affairs, cited socio-economic differences in society as determinants in
graduation time. Financial need has
prompted more students to work
and take fewer credits, which can
prolong graduation.
Carmen Knoke. an analyst with
Central 's Institutional Research and
Assessment, agreed with Moore and

said changing demographics in proposal and submit a report to
universities affect the time it takes . Gov. Mike Lowry by Dec. 15. The
students to graduate.
Legislature will theri consider it
"There's a number of reasons during next year's session.
people don't graduate in four
The six proposals include an acayears," she said.
,
demic advising program to better
Knoke points to the 1950s when train faculty in student advising
the average college student was the and block registration beginning
product of an upper-middle class fall 1994 that would require first
family and didn't need to work quarter freshman to select from a
while attending college.
limited number of balanced blocks
"It's a different world now," she of general education courses.
said. "It just takes longer."
Also included in the proposal is a
"With time to degree the univer- curriculum audit to make recomsity is trying to remove barriers to mendations for scheduling policy
graduation," Knoke said. '"We can· t changes, an increase in the number
control problems like financial aid of alcohoVdrug free residence halls.
eligibility or personnel problems, an intervention plan to identify and
but we can help give (students) a advise students who show a drop in
focus."
academic performance before the
Central has six items it plans to student is beyond help, and a propropose to the Higher Education gram under which motivated stuCoordinating Board May 30. The
HEC Board will then analyze the See DEGREE/page 3

Central student receives
Fulbright scholarship
by Joann Horne
Staff reporter

Living in Germany for a year
with expenses paid may sound appealing to some, but to Kyle
Cunningham, a senior majoring in
German at Central, it became reality after he received a FuJbright
scholarship.
The grant will allow him to spend
a year in Germany as a teacher's
assistant.
''People say it's prestigious, but I
li ke to remain modest,"
Cunnin gham said. "It was a shock
at first, but I applied because I had
the qualifications."
Cunningham works in the Office
of International Programs as assistant to the adviser.
''He's extremely compassionate
with students from other cultures,"

said Nancy Vogel. an adviser for
the Office of International Programs. "He's an extremely exceptional senior."
Cunningham said this grant is an
honor and will help him get into
graduate school~
Cunningham wrote a 500-word
essay as part of his application on
why he wanted to go to Germany
and why he thought he would be ~
good representative.
He wrote he would like to expand
on his seven years of studying German and become fluent in the language. He also plans to work in
Germany _or teach German to
American students, he said.
Cunningham will graduate in August and leave for Germany Sept.
1.

See GRANT/page 3

Staci A. West I The Observer

Dwaine Longfellow, who works with lntermountain Electric, levels concrete that had been
poured on a recently-installed high-voltage duct bank by North Hall. The duct bank was
Installed to Increase energy efficiency In residence halls.

Grad school competition toughening up
• Demand for graduate degrees has increased,
but institutions aren't admitting more students
Each year, more students are ap- orous combined major for himself
plying to graduate schools only to in art, philosophy, music and Enface increasingly slimmer chances glish. and is considered an excepfor acceptance.
tional student by his professors.
The harsh realities of limited job
"I applied to philosophy Ph.D.
opportunities have prompted record programs at six grad schools:
numbers of students to pursue ad- Harvard, Berkeley, Stanford, MIT,
vanced degrees.
Chicago and Northwestern," he
Now, many outstanding college said. "All of them rejected me."
seniors who would have had little
Stanford, he was told, has six opentrouble being admitted to top gradu- , ings for more than 200 applicants.
ate programs a few years ago are
Nall is not alone.
being turned down cold.
Even though a growing number
David ·Nall, a senior at Rollins of students are applying to graduCollege in Winter Park, Fla., is one · ateschool,availablespacesforthese
such student. Nall has a 3.93 GPA students have increased only
and Graduate Record Exam scores slightly, if at all.
totaling 2,230. He designed a rig- , Raymond Riznyk, associate dean

of Graduate Studies and Research,
said Central has received more applications for graduate programs.
"The job market is pretty dismal,"
he said. "People believe their
chances will ·~ enhanced if they
have a master's degree or Ph.D."
Others, he said, may just enjoy the
academic environment.
"From 1986 to 1992, graduate
school applications increased at a
rate of 7 percent per year, and in
some cases even higher," said Peter Syverson, director of information services for the Council of
Graduate Schools.
·'Enrollment has gone up 2 percent per year overall. . If applications go up faster than enrollment,
institutions become more selective," Syverson said.

•'Most attribute this (increase) to
the economy," he said. "As the job
market for new graduates closed,
many students looked to continuing their education aS a way of
increasing their competitive edge
while riding out the economic recession. Bad economic times are
very good for graduate schools in
terms of student demand."
Graduate degrees also are becoming required credentials for career
advancement in many settings such
as high school teaching, public administration, social work and nursing, Syverson said.
Last fall, results of an annual survey of more than 220,000 fresh-

See GRAD/ page 4

Award
The Observer received
an award last weekend at
a banquet for the
Western Washington
Chapter of the Society of
Professional Journalists
for publications during
1993.
The Observer won in the
category of four-year
institutions. The
University of Washington placed first in the
competition.
Washington State
University and Western
Washington University
tied for second place.
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Costs of drug legalization outweigh financial benefits
by Shawn Meacham
Special to The Observer

last December as a way of helping
the country's losing battle against
drugs.
The man's body twitches as he
She is not alone.
walks close to the buildings down
There is a growing consensus this
the streetto avoid the people swiftly country' spresent drug policies need
moving by him. He walks with his to be revised because they aren't
fists in hiS pockets so no one sees ··working, and the legalization of
him clenching them. He wears . drugs is one possible answer.
shades on the overcast day as a
Drugs are still being bought and
banier between him and the people. sold in and out of our inner cities at
He thinks maybe if they don't see the same time our jails are becomhis eyes, they can't tell how bad he ing overcrowded with drug offendneeds another rush.
ers.
He stops and looks at his reflecRobert Jacobs, professor of potion in the pharmacy window be- liticalscienceatCentral,said:"Our
fore going in. His hand shakes policy of interdiction and enforcesteadily as he straightens his tie. ment has failed. Tossing the dealHis nose is raw and burns as he ers in jail hasn't reduced them or
sniffs quickly.
the cost of drugs at all.
The man behind the counter nods
''There may be ways of dealing
and disappears into a back room with the drug problems we haven't
that is always locked. He retmns tried," he said.
withaprescriptionbottlefilledwith
Jack Baker, director of
cocaine and a syringe of heroin.
D.A.P.P.E.R., Central's drug edu"There you go, Mr. Smith," he cation and prevention program,
says, handing the drugs over the agrees sticking drug offenders in
counter. "That should be good for jail isn't the answer. He said govthis week."
.
ernment needs to view drugs more
Right behind him in line stands a as a disease than a crime.
pale-faced woman who is bundled Mike(whoaskedthathislastname
up more than usual for the season. not be published), a detective for
In her gloved hand is a prescription Ellensburg' s Drug Task Force, also
slip. She hands it to the man behind agreed thecmrentdrug policy needs
the counter and again he disap- to be revised.
pears into the back room.
His solution to the drug problem
When he returns, he shows her the would have police focusing more
marijuana before putting it into the on the manufacturers of the drugs.
bottle.
Penalties against manufacturers
The woman, who has AIDS, should be much stiffer, and those
smiles faintly as she puts it into her against drug users more lenient,
purse.
Mike said.
Scenes like this may only be a
But all three believe legafuation
realitytodayinEuropeancitiesthat is not the answer to the countiy's
have legalized drugs, but many drug problems.
Americans consider the legalizaHowever, drug legalization protion of drugs an answer to the war ponents claim it would solve many
on drugs.
of our countiy's problems.
The debate over legalizing drugs
They say legalizing marijuana,
has been brewing for many years. cocaine and heroin will decrease, if
But United States Surgeon Gen- notabolish,blackmarketsanddrug ·
eral Jocelyn Elders renewed inter- gangs virtually overnight. Thiswill
est in drug legalization when she reduce drug-related crimes and
called for further study of the idea deaths and stop the overcrowding

If drugs are legalized, students like this one may be able to buy them, bui'crlme and
addiction may also rise.
of jails caused by drugs and the
drug war.
In a report written by Tom Pool, a
Drug Enforcement Administration
official from Seattle, it states for a
black market to be abolished, all
drugs woUld have to be legalized.
If any restrictions were placed on
drugs, like who could use them and
their potency, a black market would
arise.
Any attempt to levy tariffs on
imported drugs will create a black
market supported by smuggling.
Baker agrees with this observation. Organized crime would lose
too much money and would exploit
any restrictions placed on legalized
drugs, Balcer said.
"We'd still have a black market
for those who wanted pure drugs
with no quality control," he said.
A black market meets the needs of
those who want a higher THC content in marijuana or drugs that are
more potent, he said. THC is the
most active chemical in marijuana.
Opponents also say drug legalization would cause the number of
domestic and violent crimes to increase.

"Drug use encourages irrational more laws to suppress people's freeand criminal behavior," Pool wrote. dom. It's like a see-saw."
Baker said people don't get in"Studies indicate as many as 70
percent of inmates were on illegal volved with drugs now because they
are illegal. Legalization would indrugs when arrested."
As addiction rates increase, which crease the number of people who
he thinks will result from legafua- use drugs and become addicted to
them, he said.
tion, crime increases, he wrote.
Addicts will steal more to buy An article supplied by the Kittitas
necessities such as food and clothes County Alcohol and Substance
because they will be spending their Abuse Center and written by Richmoney on drugs . .
ard Dennis, a chairman for the Drug
Mike said drug users commit about Policy Foundation, stated Dennis
75 to 80 peICent of the crimes in the agrees with Baker and even predicts a 25 percent increase in addicEllensburg area.
"Substance·abusers wind up in tion rates if drugs are legalized.
But legalization would put most
jail sometime," he said. "They're
always breaking into cars, wreck- of the drug dealers out of business
ingtheircarsandrunning,andbeat- and remove the main source of fiing their wives."
nancing for violent gangs, Dennis
Mike said there is job security for wrote.
him whether or not drugs are legal. "At least legalization would spare
Ifdrugs were legalized, there would theinner cities from the drug-driven
be more shootings and more vio- . terrorism," he·stated. .
·In his plan, Dennis suggested
lent acts because crime would go
up, he said.
marijuana, cocaine, and heroin be
''There is a balance between rights legalized. Crack cocaine and the
and crime," Mike said. "If you le- sale of all drugs to children should
galize drugs, crime goes up. If
there is more crime, there would be See DRUGS/page 5
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Grant: Fulbright scholarship 'best
thing that happened,' student says

Briefly Observed
Most college students sexually active, but not careful
A recent survey by David Michaelson & Association for Upjohn
indicates about two-thirds of college students are sexually active,
but not always careful. Of students who said they are sexually
active, 25 percent of men and 37 percent of women had discussed
birth control with sex partners "often." And, 47 percent of men and
32 percent of women surveyed said they had had sex without birth
control within the past year.

From page 1
In Germany, he will live and
work in Schleswig-Holstein in
northwestern Germany.
As a Fulbright scholar,
Cunningham will teach English
and American culture to German
students 15-18 hours each week.
The rest of the time he will explore
Gennany and the culture, he said.
Although Cunningham's grant
ends next June, he wants to stay in
Gennany for two to three more
years to become fluent in German,
Cunningham said.
After he returns to the United
States, Cunningham plans to attend graduate school, then find an
international job using his German skills. He also may stay in the
United States to teach German, he
said.
He said he is eager to go to Germany, but does not know what to
expect.
His mother is German, and he
has relatives in Germany who can
help him out, Cunningham said.
This will give him a sense of
security and a place to spend holidays, he said.
Overall, he said he has confidence in his ability to get along in
a foreign country and eagerly
awaits his experience in Germany.
He was shocked when he learned
he received the grant, Cunningham
said.

Job market improves, survey says
Bethlehem, Pa.-The 1993-94 college graduate recruiting season
is starting to show signs of improvement, according to a survey
recently conducted by the College Placement Council.
Schools said they anticipated an increase in recruiting activity,
particularly late in the semester. The improved outlook hasn't
affected all starting salary offers, though.
Starting salary offers were 5 percent higher for humanities and
social science graduates at $22,349 and 6.8 percent higher for
visual and performing arts graduates at $21,996. However, only
minor increases were reported for engineering, marketing and
accounting.

Barney backlash continues

Staci A.. West I The Observer

Kyle Cunningham

Effort raises financial aid
When he applied for the scholarship he was told to expect a response in June, but was contacted
during spring break, he said.
"It (the response) fell in my lap
and it was the best thing that happened," Cunningham said.

The Fulbright scholar program
recognizes outstanding students
and professors nationally.
The program began at the end of
World War II in an effort to bring
American scholars together with
scholars from other countries.

ROTC presents annual awards
Central's .ROTC department
, yesterday.' ptisente'd ·45 ·-students
with awards' -Clufing; 'its .. annilal
Presidential Retreat.
Air Force ROTC students who
received awards include:
Richard A. Babcock, Derek A.
Gardner, Diane E. Lamb, Julianne
A. Fisher, Daniel P. Bishop, Mark
E. Marshall, Robert S. Williams,
Ute J. Hilderbrand, Travis J. Ross,
Brian Y. No, Adam M. Quale,
Clinton s. Tucker, Jeffrey S.

Degree: time
means money
From page 1
dents may contract for a four-year
degree program and be given special help in meeting that goal.
"Why is this so important?"
Pappas said. "It's important because poor planning and advising
will cost you money."
Pappas said it costs approximately
$9 ,000 yearly to attend Central.
"When you first arrive (at Central) we ·tell you it will cost you
$36,000 to $40,000 to graduate,"
he said.
"If you aren't advised right' or
you change your major, it could
cost you an extra $10,000," he said.
"It's a smart way to run a business
and it's a good way to administrate
' a university," Pappas said.
"It's important to make sure your
customer, who is the student, gets
better service."

Allsopp, Nicole D. Rahmer. Justin

PatrickR. Young,ErickC. Schuster
and Joseph Espinoza.
Army ROTC students who
A band from Fort Lewis, Wash.,
received awards include: Curtis performed during the ceremony.
M. Schroeder, DeAnna L.
The department of aerospace
Bridenback, Jill L. Mackin, Junius · studies' ROTC unit, Detachment
S. Lofton, Karyn A. McNeil, Beau 895, was established at Central in
T. Montgomery, Joseph C. Davis, 1951 and is comprised of 36
Curtis W. Nowak, Scott T. Allen, students.
Peter E. Thompson, Toby L.Risner,
The military science department
Christopher C. Silva, Scott H. wasestablishedin 1981 and has27
Muraoka, Patrick R. Young, Sean contracted cadets, 11 of whom will
D. Snowk, Joseph J. Zelazny, be commissioned June 10.

It Akehurst and MichaelJ. Hanson.
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Davis. Calif.-The University of California, David campus has
launched a Students First campaign to solicit $15 million in private
donations to fund scholarships, fellowships. student-related
academic programs and other financial aid for undergraduate
students.
UC fees have more than doubled in three years, now costing
students an average of $3,800 per year, with an increase of more
than $600 expected in 1994-95. While the number of students
applying for state financial aid has risen sharply, the percentage of
applicants who actually get state grants has dropped to 20 percent.
UC Davis graduates now owe an average of $10,000 by graduation.
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Worcester, Mass.-A college student faces assault and battery
charges after police said he attacked a woman wearing a purple
Barney dinosaur costume. Derek McMahon, a student at Worcester
State College, told police he was acting·on a $10 wager from his
roommate.
Deborah McRoy, the woman who was dressed as the children's
television show character, suffered a neck injury when she was hit.
"I said, 'Why are you doing this to me?' And he said, 'Because we
... hate Barney," McRoy told a newspaper. She was dressed as
Barney to help a local pharmacy celebrate the opening of a new.
store April 8.
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·Grad: large cutbacks
affect admission levels

New BOD president
gears up for next year
by Diane M. Schulrman
Editor-in-chief
Next year's Board of Director's
president Greg Carlson plans to
concentrate on students, relations
between Central and the
Ellensburg community, and the
Washington Student Lobby.
Now that he has been elected,
Carlson. a senior accounting major, said one of his first priorities
is to create a student handbook
detailing every aspect of the university and also including community information.
Carlson will not take over the
office of BOD president until the
last day of this quarter.
He is currently working on the
handbook through a two-credit internship.
The current BOD has offered
ideas and support, and the Public
Relations Student Society of
America is also involved. Carlson
said.
Carlson utilized such a handbook
when he attended Washington
State University and said it enabled him to make several contacts and to start a recycling program in his fraternity.
He said he wants to see 8,000
copies of a Central handbook.
"I thinkit'll be a help in general,"
he said.
Another idea Carlson is considering in order to stay in touch with
students and get them involved
with the BOD is to randomly call
them and invite them into the BOD
office for a meeting with him.
The idea will have to be approved
by next year's board before it can

be implemented, he said. .
"HI can meet with two students a
day, that's 90 students a quarter
and 270 students a year," he said.
To foster relations between Central and the Ellensburg community, Carlson hopes to bring the Big
Brother/Big Sister program to campus by modeling a program after
the one at Washington State University.
Carlson is currently involved with
Ellensburg' s Youth Services.
"It's the little things that are important," Carlson said. "I just go
down there and get involved whenever I have free time."
During his campaign, Carlson said
he would like to upgrade the exercise facilities in Nicholson Pavilion.
Currently, he said, a petition is
being circulated to see if students
are interested in doing renovations. .
The money for the upgrades could
come from Student Activities, a
$10 fee assessed to students, or
"anywhere anybody wants to give,"
Carlson said.
To prepare for his position as
president, Carlson is meeting with
approximately five administrators
each week to introduce himself,
share his own and student interests,
and find out what administrators'
views are.
,
Carlson said many ideas have
come outof his meetings with administrators.
"I hesitate to say what those are
because right now they're just
ideas," he said. "I only want to tell
people what I can do for them for

sure."
Carlson is also meeting infonnally

THE UNIVERSITY STORE - - Order your
graduation announcements now and
· enjoy a greater return for your investment.
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From page 1

This increase in demand for graduate degrees, coupled with financial
men. conducted by UCLA's Higher cutbacks, has led many schools to
Education Research Institute, actually extend fewer offers for adshowed a record 65 percent said mission because more students may
they were interested in attending accept than the schools can handle.
graduate school. a 10 percent jump
At Duke University in North
from 1992.
·
Carolina, Donf!a Giles, assistant
"There· s also a higher percentage dean and director of Graduate AdGreg Carlson
of women coming into college -in- missions, reports receiving about
tending to pursue graduate and pro- 6,600 applications in 1994, up 10
each week with the other memfessional study, and I think that percent from 1993.
bers of next year's board.
may be feeding the increased ad"We don't expect to admit any
"Right now I'm just trying to put
missions as well," said David more students just because the pool
myself into the position and get a
Merkowitz, director of Public Af- increased," she said. "We offer adfeel for what I'm going to be dofairs for the American Council on mission to fewer than 1,500, but
ing," Carlson said. "I wantto make
Education, sponsor of the survey.
the incoming class usually is besure I have the time for the job and
Some are~ of graduate study are tween 525 and 550."
I want to get ready."
increasing ' faster than others.
However, this year Giles said
Carlson said his day begins at
Syverson cites humanities is in- some "severe financial cutbacks"
5:30 a.m. with football practice.
creasing at 12 percent annually, may impact admission offers, which
Then he attends classes, has one or
public administration at 11 percent, usually are three times higher than
two meetings each day, and is
and social sciences at 10 percent.
the desired enrollment number.
involved in activities on campus,
Only
one
area
has
shown
a
de"I predict the number of offers
while maintaining a 3.0 GPA.
crease.
may
decrease because funds have
His hobbies include hiking, ex··in the last year we've seen de- been cut and departments are not
ercising, fishing, camping
potcreases in business applications, taking as many risks," she said.
tery.
and
that was expected because the "They can't afford to take the
Though hedoesn 't currently have
number of students taking the chance that more than one-third
time for pottery, Carlson said he
G MAT test has gone down each would say yes."
envisions himself opening a potyear for the past two or three years,"
The situation at University of
tery shop when he retires.
Syverson
said.
North
Carolina at Chapel Hill is
Carlson wants students to know
"The MBA is not the hot ticket it similar, according to M:Yma Bower,
he is working for them and enonce was in the 80s," he said.
director of the Graduate School.
courages them to contact him. ·
Riznyk
said
many
departments
at
So far this year UNC has received
."I want to involve as many people
Central
have
become
more
selecmore
than 13,000 'applications, ar:i
as possible," he said.
tive in who they admit.
increase of more thaw 900 from
"I want to hear ideas and what
But the Office of Graduate Stud-· 1993. They plan to admit 1,500 to
people think. The people and opies
and Research has increased its
1,700 students.
portunities in my life have given
recruiting
efforts
also,
he
said.
Bower has sympathy for the dime the opportunity to take leaderBecause faculty must spend con- lemma of students as competition
ship roles and experience a numsiderable amounts of time with shuts them out.
ber of things. They've given me a
graduate students, they are hesitant
"I feel terrible," she said. "Often,
chance. I'd like to do the same for
to admit more students to the pro- they are really good students, but
others."
grams. Riznyk said.
the-competition is so tough. In philo~oQ.hY.. yo~ _p~c!!c~y have to
walk on water to get in."
For example, Bower said there
are 222 applications for five slots
in 1994.In 1993.philosophyapplicants had average GRE scores of
729 verbal, 717 quantitative, and
739 analytical with a 3.75 GPA in
their major. Psychology has 883'
applicants for 26 slots; history has
663 applications for 28 slots.
At some larger state universities •
economic cutbacks have decreased
financial - assistance for students,
making it harder for sqine to attend
even if they are accepted.
Nall is now one of those who
knows that pain of rejection all to
well.
"It was a numbing ex.perience,"
said Nall, who is re-evaluating his
options."I plan to work, save money
COMPUTER ANCILLARY SERVICES
and reapply next year, perhaps to
413 N. MAIN SUITED, ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
differentgradschoolswherel won't
VOICE 925-COMI
FAX 962-4116
CC0 OPEN M-F 10-8 SUN 1-6
be facing such enormous odds-if
there are any schools like that."

and

-----------------COME SEE WHAT'S NEW
SHAREWARE
GREENWARE
COPIES
COMPLETE FAX SERVICE
COMPUTERS BY THE
HOUR

TEACHING
ASSISTANTS

NEEDED

Graduation announcements
may be ordered through
The University Store.
DON'T PROCRASTINATE!

Students needed 5-9 hrs.
per week during the first
summer session to assist
in English as a Second
Language classes in the
Asia University America
Program. Work with
instructors to model and
introduce new material,
monitor small group
work and work one on
one as needed. $5.50/hr.
Applications available in
Rm. 160 Special Services Bldg. 963-1373.
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Drugs: medical benefits unproven Caller cuddles up,
mower rear-bagged
From page 2

remain illegal, he said.
He admitted these restrictions will
still cause a black market, but predicted there would be an immediate 80 percent reduction in black
market business.
Proponents have suggested it is
"' economical to legalize drugs. Revenue generated from taxing drugs
could go for education .and rehabilitation and the government could
refocus funds that previously
funded drug enforcement.
A recent editorial in U.S. News
and World Report stated 70 cents
of every dolJar spent on the drug
war goes to law enforcement.
Pool stited the U.S. government
spends between $8 billion and $10
billion annually on the drug war,
which he compared to the estimated
$4 billion Americans spend on air
conditioning in the summer.
But in his article, Dennis estimated that even with a 25 percent
rise in addictions, the social gain of
..drug peace" would be about $25.3
billion.
This dollar amount includes what
the nation would save in law enforcement costs, stolen property as
a result of drug use, and the revenue
raised on taiing tile drugs.
However. Jacobs disagrees with
this philosophy and said government would be putting poisons on
the market and allowing anyone to
use them.
"We would be raising revenue off
the misery that type of addiction
can lead to," he said.
"I think there are some drugs so
" addictive and toxic people cannot
live or function."
Yet DennLs ,st~te,,~ ,a . t~ on drugs

wouldn't provide the government
with a financial stake in addiction.
"The government would be making sure users of socially costly
items paid those social costs.'' he
wrote, stressing the importance of
using tax dollars for educating citizens on the dangers of drugs.
Pool argued a tax on legalized
drugs will create a black market
and then government would still
have to allocate funds to combat
this.
Another major argument for legalization comes from the medical
uses for some illegal drugs.

"Cocaine and
heroin hook
people. If it's
easily accessible,
how many more
people would be
hooked?"
- Dr. David Lundy
Central's Health Center
Proponents argue an illegal drug
like marijuana can ease pain from
treatment of diseases like cancer
and AIDS and ask it be at least
legally prescribed by doctors.
But backers of this bid lost a court
case in February that would
have forced government to allow
people to use marijuana for medical purposes.
.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit upheld a Bush administration decision barring doctors from prescrib-

ing marijuana.
Testimony by medical experts indicated marijuana's medical value
has never been proven in sound
scientific study.
Dr.DavidLundy,ofCentral'sStudent Health and Counseling Center
said he does not have a problem
with legalizing marijuana because
it can be used to control nausea and
people using stronger drugs.
Dennis rejects the idea marijuana
is a gateway drug to other, more
harmful and addicting drugs. Even
though studies have shown a correlation between marijuana use and
cocaine addiction, they also show a
correlation between tobacco and
alcohol use and drug addiction,
Dennis said...Sixty million Americans have
tried marijuana, and there are one
million cocaine addicts," he said.
"If marijuana is a gateway drug, the
gateway is narrow."
Lundy suggests legalizing cocaine
and heroin would probably cause a
lot of problems, such as more emergency room visits, heart problems
and psychological problems for
drug users, he said~
·-cocaine and heroin hook
people," Lundy said. "lf it's easily
accessible, how many more people
would be hooked?"
Baker said legalization is a long
way from becoming a reality in this
country, mainly because of the
ramifications within society.
The number of people in the hospital and in detoxification units
would increase greatly, he said.
The legalization of drugs is a hard
concept for society to grasp, he
said, point.ing out alcohol is legalized and also the No. I drug in the
nation.

The Public Safety &nd Police
Services department will
increase its enforcement of
traffic safety, said Steve
Rittereiser, chief of Public
Safety and
Police Services. As part
of a grant from
the Washington Traffic
Safety Commission,
officers will
emphasize the
use of seat
belts and child
restraints on
their patrols, he said.
"We want people to understand they need to wear their
seat belts," Rittereiser said.

from the back of his truck,
which had been parked in the N19 lot. The orange Araines'
911-037 self-propelled rearbagger had been chained to the
inside of the
truck bed.
The chain had
been cut.

April 8, 2:29

a.m.
Officers
stopped a
vehicle that
had been
weaving on
Eighth
Avenue. The driver, an 18-yearold Ellensburg man, failed
sobriety tests.
Officers arrested him and took
him to the Kittitas County Jaij.

Cops

April S, 2 p.m.
Police recovered a backpack
and returned it to the owner, a
20-year-old man living in ·
Davies Hall. He said he left his
backpack outside his room the
day before. Two bank cards
and two textbooks had been
stolen from the bag, resulting in
an estimated $40 loss.

April S, 4:15 p.m.
A motor pool employee struck
a barricade while backing a
university vehicle out of the
motor pool bay. Damage has
been estimated at $475.

April 7, 4:10 p.m.
A 27-year-old man living in
Anderson apartments reported
his lawn mower had been stolen

April 8, 11:15 a.m.
A Central physical education
department employee struck the
building sign in front of the P.E.
Building while driving his 1988
Ford pickup.
He had been unloading
supplies before the incident
occurred.
Damage to the sign has been
estimated at $300, and damage
to the vehicle has been estimated at $1,000.

April 9, 4:25 p.lli.
A 19-year-old man reported he
had been receiving harassing
phone calls and mail for a
couple of months.
· The harasser made references
to furry animals.
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OBSERVANCE
Administrative resignations
question campus climate
The recent resignations of several administrators on campus are
disturbing.
This quarter, Mary Marcy, director of Governmental Relations; Jim
Hollister, director of Housing; and Murray Larsen, director of Residence Living have all announced they will be leaving Central.
These are all quality people, quality administrators, who have made _
solid contributions to this university.
However, they have decided this is not a place they wish to stay.
The question to be asked now is: why?
It is not easily answered. People's reasons for resigning ~ often
personal and not openly shared with the public.
But, if people are working in a pleasant environment where they are
happy and feel rewarded, it is unlikely they will decide to leave.
ing me for apostatizing from their
To the f:ditor:
Central needs to be conscious of this.
creed.
The quality of the university is often judged by the quality of the
When I was in kindergarten, I
In the period of about a week and
people who work there, for it is the people who implement policy and
was part of a gang whose whole a half, my bike, a forest green Trek
get things done.
·
purpose in life was to vent its rage with a bad seat that was a graduaIf Central cannot attract and keep quality administrators, that sugand frustration at the system by tion present, was stolen 10 paces
gests there is a problem, and this sort of problem can have broad
from the front door of the Library.
stealing and breaking things.
repercussions.
We would have wars with the
Someone threw a wine cooler
Not only will the university have problems filling administrative
rival gang from Miss Mead's class bottle through the window of my
positions, it may develop difficulty attracting students as well.
down the hall.
parents' van, a gray 1987 Ford
Students don't want to attend a school with a poor administrative
This involved actual fighting with Econoline, and, in another incireputation. They depend on administrators to oversee their education
our fists.
dent, somebody apparently parked
and make sure their academic needs are met They trust the adminisFor the neutral playground fac- a little too close to the rear of it,
.tration will run the university smoothly.
tions, the good kids, life must have doing significant damage.
If the administrative staff is constantly changing, that doesn't provide
, The things involving the van ocbeen horrible.
students with much security. It detracts students' attention away from
There was no sure way to tell if curred outside Carriage House, oththeir studies and focuses it onto issues that should be left to administhat day we were going .to steal erwise known as party central.
trators to resolve with student interests and concerns in mind.
their lunch money or harass them
Incidentally, troops of irresponabout the way they dressed or beat sible people have littered the parkGranted, some of the administrators who have decided to leave
Central have been here for a substantial period of time-Hollister
them up if they didn't let us break ing lot with the full spectrum of
nearly 25 years.
their papier-mache creation.
shattered remains of alcoholic bevYeah, we were in control. We had erage bottles.
But it appears to be more than a coincidence these three resignations
thepower. Weweresocool.People
were announced in such close proximity.
Of course, in none of these cases
looked up lo us, or so we thought. did anyone come forward and no
The administrative climate at Central seems to be changing to the
Now that I've reached coUege, I one will volunteer to clean up after
extent that people are no longer happy here.
no longer find pleasure in stealing themselves.
What we are seeing now is a symptom ol a problem.
and breaking things and I assumed, I can appreciate the irony of how
Perhaps the people who've resigned felt their ideas weren't listened
foolishly, that all that was far be- these things happened to me conto or appreciated; perhaps they felt Central is headed in a direction they
hind me.
secutively in so short a time, and
don't wish to go; perhaps they simply felt they can no longer make a
Apparently not.
it's even funnier when I think that
difference here.
In this supposedly enlightened the people who did these things
The appropriate course of action is to do more probing into what the
atmosphere, ghosts from my kin- might actually think they're pretty
problem is and work to implement solutions to it.
dergarten years seem to be haunt- cool.
If such action is not taken, Central' s future is at risk.

LETTERS

Grade school actions haunt environlnent
But, although I can see the comical side to it, it doesn't change the
fact of the bills I face of the loss of
the sentimental value of the bike.
For the silly little boys, or girls,
foralllknow, who did these things,
grow up. If these things are your
idea of neat little pranks, you've
got a lot to learn about such things.
See PRANKS/page 7
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Facts about renovations to Nelson's house should be understood
by Gregg Roulst
Observer staff

I was concerned this past week
about the announcement ofplanned
renovations to President Ivory V.
Nelson's house.
I was ticked off as, I suspect,
were a lot ofothers on this campus.
The Board of Trustees, in short,
has planned to spend $300,000 on
renovations to the house.
When I found out about the renovation, I started to add up what I
could do to a house for that amount
of money. I would put in a new hot
tub, swimming pool, sauna, tanning bed and massage room.
For me, $300,000 is a lot of yen.
The idea of these fat cat administrators patting Nelson on the back
at my expense and tax payers' expense gets me upset real fast.

I was very upset, so I did what
every student should do. I went
and talked with Nelson. I told him
what I thought about the situation.
I told him what I believed was
going on, and why I didn't like it.
I told him $300,000 was a lot of
. money to be spending on a house
that already exists. The house, I
told him, shouldn't cost that much
to renovate. The house would have
to have some significant changes
to it like hot tubs and tanning beds.
Air conditioning, redwood deeks
and the whole nine yards shouldn't
be included, I argued with him. I
don't have it my apartment, why
should he have it in his house? I
toldhimldidn'tlikeitandlthought
he should stop it.
Nelson sat back in his chair and
started to convince me my position
wasn't as solid as I had hoped. He
pointed out he really doesn't make

''

We can't have dignitaries visit the
president's house and
be injured tripping on
a tear in the carpet or
banging their heads
on the bucket placed ·
to catch water leaking
from the roof. ·
the decisions to renovate the house
at that cost, the Board of Trustees
does.
The house Nelson is living in
isn'this house, it's the university's
house. Central lets him-requires
him-to stay there so he will be

close to campus and close to the
campus community. We, as the
campus community, wantthebuilding he lives in to look nice along
with the rest of our campus.
The Board of Trustees, with its
panel of experts, I suppose, made
estimates and had ideas in mind of
what it wants done to the house.
The house Nelson Jives in really is
in bad shape. If the building is in
need of repair we should expect it
will be fixed. If the money is spent
wisely, the investment will make ·
the value of the house increase dramatically. If we spend money now,
we could save ourselves money in
the future.
I don't believe having the
president's house fall down around
his ears is a good idea. If the house
isn't renovated now, in the next 10
years it could fall apart and need to
be tom down altogether. The cost

of bulldozing the existing house
and building a new one could be 10
times the amount being requested
now.
I'm not suggesting we should be
extravagant with the renovation. I
would argue air conditioning isn't
a necessity. Others will say other
items are too extravagant I may
tend to agree, but things like a new
roof or new carpet are things that
cannot be ignored any longer.
We can'thave dignitaries visit the
president's house and be injured
tripping on a tear in the carpet or
banging their heads on the bucket
placed to catch water leaking from
the roof.
When faculty gathers at the house
during the summer, as it does every
year, we can't have them driven
from the house to the porch beSee NELSON/page 7
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QP..ED
PRANKS:
have respect
~ for property
From page 6

If the child who stole my bike
needed one desperately, so be it, I
,_. suppose.
To the person who broke my window, I hope the tension the system
has caused you- is now vented.
To anyone who has no qualms
about talcing or destroying other
people's personal property, I advise
·~ you, for your own sakes, just grow
up.

ChrisJolma
student

Renovation
budget re_q uest
questio~ed

our dorm rooms, but most of us
aren't in school during the hottest
cause of the extreme heat inside part of the year. Nelson and his
and then killed when the rotting family live in central Washington
deck gives way.
all year long.
We want Central to put air conRenovating the building also helps
with fundraising donations from ditioning in the buildings we atalumni and other groups. Imagine tend class in. According to John
trying to solicit money from people Holman, director of Facilities
when the coffee table in the living _ Management, Central has made
room is an old cable spool stolen long term goals to put air conditioning in every building on camfrom the power company.
If Nelson agrees to have this reno- pus. The president's house may
vation done, which he has not, the just happen to be the building they
house will be much more attractive plan to put it in this year.
We want the university to spend
to any other presidents who, in the
future, may want to grace our school money to upgrade the facilities
with their presence. The things we use every day. We want them
added to the house don't go with to_spend money like the $1.1 milNelson when he leaves, they stay lion spent to upgrade and rebuild
here. The house he lives in isn't his. our track and gymnasium and
Nelson just happens to be the per- training facility last year. or the
son who lives in the house at this $115,000 spent on repairing the
tile in the swimming pool, or the
moment
We want Central to take into con- $498,000 scheduled to be spent
sideration what students want and repairing the tennis courts on camneed. We want air conditioning in pus.
From page 6

If we don't want the

president's house to
have air conditioning
then we should attend
the budget meetings
and express our point
of view.
We want good roofs that don't
leak, and so does the administration. It spent $750,000 last ye~ to
repair and replace roofs around
campus.
I thought when I went into
Nelson's office last week the issue
was clear, that! was right and they
were wrong, but I discovered I
hadn't used the insight I give myself so much credit for having. I
didn't have my facts straight.
If we can think of no reasons for
supporting the renovation of the
president's house, weshouldreal-

ize the condition of the house reflects this university and us.
Holman summed it up best to me.
He said, "Buildings represent more
than just space, they represent the
foundation we call Central Washington University."
We should expect our opinions
about this subject will be heard by
the Board of Trustees.
If all of us made a conscious effort
to participate in the political processes on this campus we could influence the powers from above easier
than we think.
If we don't want the president's
house to have air conditioning then
we should attend the budget meetings and express our point of view.
If we don't want $3,000 chandeliers
we should let the Board of Trustees know.
If we stand back and holler without
having all the facts and without getting involved in these processes, we
really don't have much of a right to
do so.

To the Editor:
In regards to the article "$300,000
renovation ... tops list," I'm outraged.
To think this old house really needs
it, get serious.
Inflation accounts for $60,000,, that's nearly 25 percent of the original amount Last time I checked, the
inflation index was approximately
7 percent.
..
'·
Theotherthmgtliatcoinestomind·
is what does the president do with
his annual salary?
To my recall, the holder of that
. , entrusted office receives a pretty
healthy salary.
In the meantime, all of his living
expenses are paid-rent, electric,
cable, food and automobile. To me
that's a lot of time spent at the mall.
Why should the students of Central pay for this? I personally find it
hard to pay my own rent, let alone
someone else's.
I hear Campus Village is renting.
Let the president pay his own way,
sell off the old house-obviously
it's not fit to live in. Let him pay for
his own food and car and spend
some of that salary we students already pay for.
Dave Thisius
student

Editor's note: The university president is required by contract to live
in the presidential mansion, which
is owned by the university. The budget rtquest to remodel the
president's house was made by the
Board of Trustees, not President
Ivory V. Nelson, and Courtney
Jones, vice president of Business
and Financial Affairs, was speculating the $60,000 increase could
be accounted for by inflation. An
itemized breakdown of what the
$300,000 will be spent on is not yet
available.

OBSERVER
Classifieds
WORK!
Call 963-1026

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You •••
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a Graduation Present
to Help Make it Your OWn •••
• $400 cash Back or a Special A.P.IC
Personally speaking, what you drive says a lot about
who you are. So why not soy you're one of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going? In other
words, why not soy it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement-because the 1994 Ford & Mercury College
Graduate Purchase Program** gives you your choice of

$400 cash back or a special Annual Percentage
Rate* when you buy a new ford or Mercury. Or lease
your vehicle and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants preapproved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRP, whichever is
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance
purchases. You may also defer purchase payments for
120 days in most states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, 1)(}.
So take time out to see your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
dealer today and ask about the College Graduate
Purchase Program. It's a terrific way to show the world
just how smart you really ore!

*Special Annual Percentage Rate alternative and Ford Credit programs not available on leases.
**To be eligible, you· must graduate with a bachelors or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/94 and 9/30/94. This program is in .
addition to all other national customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers, including the Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or lease your
new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95. Some customer and vehicle restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details.
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Movie corn not all it is popped up·to be
by Anthony Costantl
Staff reporter
Next time you buy a bag of popcorn, be assured someone is looking out for your health.
Following a recent study showing the possible negative health
aspects of popcorn, the Samuelson
Union Building Games Room and
two local movie theatres have announced plans to try to change their
popcorn oil.
Statistics from the Center for Science in the Public Interest issued
April 26 show a medium-sized bag
of buttered popcorn has 1,221 calories and 56 grams of fat. The study
also showed the oil topping adds an
additional 320 calories and 13
grams of fat.
Thecentercollectedsamples from
12 of the more than 5,000 cinemas
in the United States and combined
all the samples for testing.
Eating a meal of bacon and eggs,
a Big Mac and fries, and a steak
together would be healthier than
eating a medium bag of buttered
popcorn. according to the center's
report.
The SUB Games Room has not
made any changes in its popcorn
yet.
Colleen Thomas, Games Room
assistant manager, said she is not
even sure what kind of oil they use,
but is concerned.
"It just says 'popcorn oil' on it,"
she said. "We have a whole bunch
of containers of it in the back."
Leslie Webb, Games Room manager, said the Games Room's oil is
likely coconut oil.
She called the supplier the day

new sc entlflc study revealed the amount of fat and calories In one bag of popcorn is
comparable to that contained In other commonly unhealthy meals put together.
the study came out and asked about Ryan Sanders, an employee of the
Games Room, said he hasn't heard
alternatives to coconut oil.
The only alternative the company anything about changing oil, and
suggested was a: com oil, which he is still selling popcorn.
"I'm seeing more guilty faces,"
only comes in one gallon containhe said.
ers in liquid form.
Both the Grand Central and LibThe present oil comes in much
largerjugs and is semi-liquid, mean- .erty theatres have stated they will
ing it is dispensed with a scoop stop serving popcorn cooked in
coconut oil.
instead of poured, she said.
The Grand Central Theatre will
Webb said two weeks ago ·the
company told her they would be be switching to lower-calorie
researching other alternatives, but Canola oil this week.
"We are changing the oil so it's
haven't given her any other results.
"We don't want to lose our cus- (popcorn) healthier," Katrina
tomers," Webb said. "We want to Widrig, manager, said.
Marty Osborne, manager of the
show that the Games Room is on
Liberty Theatre, also wants a
top of health-conscious things."

change.
"I haven't talked to the owner but
I definitely want to switch," she
said.
Cineplex Odeon Theaters, a nationwide theater chain, has chosen
not to change its oil.
Howard Lichtman, a Cineplex
company official, tried to "separate fat from fiction" in a recent
document "The Plain Facts on Plain
Popcorn."
"Coconut oil makes the best quality popped com, produces the best
taste and aroma, stays fresh and is
safe to cook with," Lichtman said.
"It is the oil that has the saturated
fat; the reasons Cineplex and most .

other chains use coconut oil are
good ones/~ he said.
According to Cineplex, a chocolate bar is almost equal to a small
popcorn in grams of fat and saturated fat, but a chocolate bar has
500 calories while a small bag of 4
popcorn has 398 calories.Cineplex is working with an "internationally renowned il)dependent laboratory" to findlower-caloriealtematives tococonutoil,something that meets taste' and quality
standards.
According to data from the Popcorn Institute, the American Can_cer Society, the U.S. National Cancer Institute and the American Dental Association have all recommended eating popcorn for its high
fiber content and lack of sugar.
Several students were asked if they will still continue to eat popcorn cooked in coconut oil.
Jennifer Errigo, 21, senior, said,
"If my boyfriend buys it for me, I
will."
Trevor German, 21, senior, said, .Ji
"Yes, I'll still eat it."
·11
Ken Gibbs, 18, freshman, said,
"No, but if they switch to Canola
oil I would be more inclined to eat

it."
Ginger Gingles, 21, senior, said,
"As long as you don't eat it excessively everyone deserves to splurge
once in a while."
Xanadu · Ames, 20, ju'nior, said,
"Yes."
·-~ Wes Kerwin, 22, senior, said, "I'll
continue to eat it because it's tradition, and thefat factor doesn't seem
relevant to me."
Mike Cristobal, 22; senior, said,
"No, because I never ate it before."

.-327-year-old play relevant today
sage under Bartlett's cloak all the
more pungent," said Brenda
Staff reporter
Hubbard, professor of theatre arts
and the play's director.
Central' s theatre arts department's
The basic plot of the play refinal presentation of the academic volves around what will happen
year, a modem day adaptation Of between Alceste, a brilliant and
the French classic, "The Misan- controversial screen writer, and
thrope," begins at 8 p.m. today.
limene, the beautiful host of the
Moliere's "Le Misanthrope" was · party, Hubbard said.
written in 1666 and is reportedly a
Alceste, played by Jay Whittaker,
scathing comedy of manners about is obsessively in love with
the rich and their fondness for gos- Celimene, played by Brandy Black,
sip, flattery, deceit and self-delu- but hates the gossip and hypocrisy
sion.
of the Hollywood scene.
The modem adaptation by Neil Bartlett,
which was commissioned by LaJollaPlayhouse in 1989. is staged
in 1990s Hollywood.
Rather than focusing
on the aristocratic
French, Bartlett transfonns the setting into a
wild bash for actors,
screen writers, producers and backers at a typical Hollywood mansion.
These modern-day
French counterparts are still preocHe wants to escape to the desert
cupied with sex, greed and political
to live the life of a misanthrope, a
correctness.
Bartlett gives his interpretation hater of humanity.
Celimene, conversely, loves the
enough contemporary idiom to attract today's audiences while also fast-paced lifestyle and thrives on
adhering closely to the original story being the life of the party. ·
Unfortunately, each feels everyline.
"Things really haven't changed thing will be all right if the other
that much in the last 327 years. and one changes, Hubbard said.
that's what makes Moliere's mesThe subplot deals with a libel suit

by Anne Mafon

that has been filed against Alceste
for his biting comment on a script,
she said.
The play is classified as a comedy
of manners because the humor
comes out of the manners of the
time.
Besides the obvious satire and
light comedy, Hubbard said there
are darker elements in the play,
such as wasted youth, immorality,
addictions to excess and being far
out of touch with any spirituality.
It is the kind of theater which
requires one -to listen closely to
every nuance of language and idea, she said.
Dave Plant, who plays
Philinte, the best friend
of Alceste, said the play
is "incredibly funny"
and an "intellectual
comedy."
"The set is amazing,"
Plant, a junior political
science major, said. "It
is really visually stimulating."
"People will enjoy it
if they see it, it is a lighthearted love story, but
it has a sick twist."
Play perfonnances are at 8 p.m.
May 12-14 and May 19-21 in the
Tower Theatre.
Tickets are $6 or $4 for students
and seniors, with a two-for-one
special on Thursday nights.
For reservations and ticket information, call the box .office at 9631774 between noon and 4 p.m . .
Tuesday through Friday.

Ross Shafer, a Northwest comedian, Is one of two entertainers scheduled for Parents and Family Weekend.

Laughs, magic, fun ·
promised for parents
Comedian Ross Shafer and menKarges has been named entertainer
talist (psychic magician) Craig . of the year and "really works the
Karges are the featured entertain- audience," Cummins said.
mentfor Parents and Family WeekShafer, former host of the Seattle
television show "Almost Live!,"
end Saturday and Sunday.
"We're really excited," said Beth has performed for Parent's WeekCummins, Parents and Family end at Central before.
Weekendcoordinator. "The opener
(Karges) is as big as the headliner." See WEEKEND/ page 9

~
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Weekend: activities offered for all
Spaces are still available for several family events
From page 8
"People like to see him because
he's home grown," Cummins said.
· "We're feeling really good about
this," she said "We hope to sell
out"
Tickets fo.r the performance,
which is at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in
McConnell Auditorium, are $8 or
$7 for students.
The Parents and Family Weekend
committee is expecting a large turnout for this weekend's events because the weekend does ·not conflict with Mother's Day as it has in
the past.
Besides the entertaimaent of
Shafer and Karges, there are several other programs planned for
parents and family members, both
on and off-campus.
Community events include the

cultural fair at the Kittitas County lawn or inside.
A Family Brunch will be from IO
Fairgrowids and a western art exa.m. to noon Sunday in the SUB
hibit at the Clymer Museum.
One campus activity is a student Fountain Room.
"The brunch is the topper of the
art exhibit at the Sarah Spurgeon
weekend," Cummins said.
Gallery in Randall Hall.
"We're having it in the Fountain
The University Store will also be
expanding its hours of operation Room because we decided this year
wedon'twanttoiurnanyoneaway."
during the weekend.
Dining Services will offer tours In the past, the brunch has been at
of Holmes Dining Hall every half Holmes East Dining Hall, where
space and seating were limited.
hour all day Saturday.
A new addition to Parents and
Upstairs-Downstairs, an hourlong walking historical tour of Family Weekend this year are the
downtown Ellensburg' s buildings, Chimposiums, where people can
become informed about and obhas been cancelled
,
The Parents and Family Week- serve Central' s five chimpanzees.
However, the Chimposiums for
end Barbecue will be from 4:45 to
6:30p.m. Saturday at Holmes West this week are already sold out,
Dining Hall.
Cummins said.
Another event which has already
Tickets are $9.
Depending on the weather, this reached capacity is the Yakima
will either be served on Holmes River float.

Student mechanical engineers
win top awards .in Montana
by David Phllllps
Staff reporter
Central' s chapter of the American
SocietY of Mechanical Engineers
made a name for itself at a recent
national conference.
Seventeen people from Central
attended the conference April 2325 in Bozeman, Mont, and competed with 11 schools from around
the Northwest, including the University of Washington, Oregon
State University and Montana State
University.
'
Gary ~ury, a senior mechanical
engineering major, received second place in the remote control car
contest.
' In this contest, participants were
required to design and manufac- ·

ture working cars and compete in a
micro-baja slalom and drag race.
Ken Warren, a senior mechanical
engineering and technology major,
took first place in the T-shirt design
contest. ·
warren and another student also
won the best sportsmanship award
in the Stair Stepper contest.
In this contest, they designed and
manufactured a robot which was
supposed to climb three stairs and
come to a stop.
The chapter also took second place
fortheAiliedSignalAward, which
it earned by being the second most
active chapter in the Northwest.
This is decided by the amount of
programs and club activities done
in a year.
Central' s ASME chapter is one of

many international chapters with
the goal of promoting mechanical
engineering and design.
. Central' s chapter currently has
30 members, which are taken from
Central' s mechanical engineering
department.
"It (A$ME) is a fun organization
that allows you to converse with
people who have parallel ideas and
allows you to compare and contrast
thoughts in a noncompetitive way,"
Warren said.
"ASME does more for its members than just give them a way to
waste time," he said.
"It offers the student a place to
learn more about the how to and
why ofmechanical engineering, and
also helps members in the placement of future jobs."

· For the valley's best high,

U.S.P.A.
Certified lfi~trtttkttsd&:::fifm masters

Leonard Kunz

509-453-2847

P Ta't:.!::!hu:ps
Owner/Operator

Fair features a taste
of culture· and f O()d
by Joe Butler
Scene editor

The Celebration of Culture Festival Saturday reveals there is more
to Kittitas County than cowboy hats
and hamburgers.
The second annual festival will be
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Home
Arts Building atthe Kittitas County
Fairgrounds, said Jean Putnam,
publicity coordinator.
The fair will feature artwork,
clothing, music and food from several countries. Admission is free.
Ten local restaurants will be setting up boOths and selling foods
from 10 different countries.
There will also be entertainment,
such as ethnic dances and music
every half hour, Putnam said.
Putnam, who was director last
year. said the fair will show "sights,
sounds and tastes" of the diversity
of cultures i~ the community ,along
with showing the partnership which
exists between the campus and the
county.
A grant from Central' s Foundation has partially funded the fair.
Several workers from International

Programs and the Asia University
program have assisted in planning
the .event.
"We are not trying to make money
from this, but provide a service to
the, university and community,"
Putnam said.
"It is good to talce time out and
look at the different kinds Qf culture in the ~ea and/or show where
local people have been.
"Last year's event was a time to
leamaboutand-respectculturaldifferences, a much-needed experience in a world that does not always accept all human beings as
equals."
The restaurants participating
and the type of food they will be
serving are:
•Austin's Eats-Sicilian Pizza
• Bar 14-Indian
• Blue Grouse-German Apple
Strudel
•Cinda's A Catering-Japanese
• Copper Kettle-Yugoslavian
• D&M Espresso-Ethnic
beverages
,
•Giovanni's-Italian
• Perkins- Chinese
• Rodeo City BBQ- Haitian
• Valley Cafe-Greek

The New
Strawberry Shortcake!

SKYDIVE
YAKIMA
Or.{)~_p;t=·~~ber

InstJ~::s~:irst ,,~"

A group of dancers were part of the entertainment from
last year's successful Celebration of Culture Festival. The
event will take .place for the second time Saturday.

$1.29
EXPIRES

5-2 2-9 4

Dairy Queen® has a cool new treat for you! Introducing the new

Strawberry Shortcake. Made with creamy smooth s o1f t .
serve, moist yellow cake, and rich strawberry topping
•
1 •• •
But hurry to a participating Dairy Queen® store because
something this good can't last long~
We Treat You Right®
Two Locations to· Serve You:

10th and Alder

•

West InterchaDge .

Dairy Queen® stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network Telethon, which benefits local hospitals tor children,
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What's happening this week:
Things to do with your parents or by yourself
Thursday, l\1ay 12
• Ronald E. Mickens, a professor
at Clark Atlanta University, will be
on campusdiscussing"Boucherand
Imes: The First African-American
Physicists." Mickens will speak at
noon in the Samuelson Union
Building pit, and at 7 p.m. in the
Barto Hall lounge.
• Forrest Baird, chair of the philosophy and religion department at
Whitman College, will discuss
"Anselm's Ontological Argument"
at 7:30 p.m. in Randall Hall Room
117. The argument centers around
the role of God, the perfection of
God and its relevancy to culture.
• Tom Gause. assistant professor
of music, will direct a trumpet choir
concert at 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall.
Friday, May 13
• The Spring Stampede, a 24-hour
relay for cancer, starts at 6 p.m. and
continues until 6 p.m. Saturday at
Ellensburg High School. Terry
Rossow, an event chair, said there
will be· all sorts of fun entertainment. Local merchants will donate
food for participants.
• The Temple Shalom in Yakima
will hold a service at 7:30 p.m. in
the SUB Yakima Room. Rabbi
Elena Stein will lead the service to
welcome the Sabbath.
Russ Schultz, chair of the music
department, said the Jewish organization comes to Central about
once a year. The services are open
to the public.
• Here it is. what all of you have

Ken Pinnell / The Observer

Students lucky enough to be studying the sky might have
been able to catch a glimpse of a partial solar eclipse
Tuesday morning. Several small eclipses happen every
year, but few can be seen. This eclipse, however, attained
a rare 150-mile-wlde path and was seen from northwest
Mexico to eastern Canada In one day.

been waiting for: "Non-Standard choir concert at 3 p.m. in Hertz
Finite-Difference Schemes for Hall. Stick around Hertz until 5
Schodinger-type Differential Equa- p.m.for ajoint recital of students
tions." Mickens is at it again and Renee Bagley. a mezzo-soprano,
will speak at 2 p.m. in Lind Hall and Courtney Jamison, a ~oprano.
Monday, May 16
Room 215.
•The Sarah Spurgeon Gallery
•Junior Heather Fuller will give a
soprano voice recital at 8 p.m. in opens a new exhibit. Five different
candidates for master's of arts deHertz Hall.
• Pleasure Elite, Divided Sky and grees will display their work until '
Iodine play all evening at Adeline's June 10.
Tuesday, May 17
Restaurant.
• Hal Ott, associate professor of
Saturday, May 14
• Senior Jarrod Tuikka will play music, will conduct a flute concert
at 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall.
the cello at 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall.
• John Strand, a junior communi• Psi Chi. the psychology club,
will sponsor the second annual cation major, will put on a presenSpring Fling biathlon . It begins tation about Civil Warreenactments
with a 12-mile run and ends with a at 6 p.m. in SUB Room 208.
Strand has organized a battle re25-mile bike route. There will be
enactment May 28-30 at Fort
teams and solos.
•Divided Sky and Evergreen play Steilacoom.Tuesday's presentation
will discuss the upcoming event
at Adeline's Restaurant.
•The Business and Economics and feature two people playing solClub's Spring Fling retum_s. The diers in his program. This program
party starts at noon and winds down is sponsored by the History Club.
at 8 p.m. at the KOA Campground. Wednesday, May 18
• Monica MacDonald Torrey, a
Entertainment includes campus
radio station KCAT and three local music department instructor, will
bands: Odd Man In. Pipe Fitters perform a voice recital at 8 p.m in
· Hertz Hall.
and Sink or Swim.
Admission is $9 for access to the Thursday, May 19
• "Campus Climate." W.J.
beer garden, or $6 without access.
Hardiman, executive director of the
Identification is required.
Tim Rosenthal, club business Evergreen StateCollege'sTacoma
manager. said visiting parents are Campus, will . help stimulate the
welcome '10 drop in.
thought process to make changes
on campus.
Sunday, May 15
She will speak at 11 a.m. in the
• Jeffery Snedeker, assistant professorof music. willconductabrass SUB Theatre.

Youth Nite Out offers food, music for kids

Fine Gifts For All Ages
Interior Design Accessories
606 North Main
Ellensburg

by Joe Butler
Scene editor
The student law and justice club
working in cooperation with
Ellensburg Youth Services is planning a community service program
for junior high school students May
20.

~;l

Youth Nite Out will offer games.
pizza and dancing for junior high
school kids from 6to11 p.m. in the
Samuelson Union Building Theatre.
"We expect about 180 to 200
kids," Scott Douglass, club secretary, said.
"And, we need students to help

Get One
FREE ORDER of
TWISTY BREAD
with any size Pizza
at Regular Price.

!· -

....

Hours:
11 am-1 am Sun-Thurs
11 am-2am Fri· &Sat
Open for lunch every dayt

Ellensburg

915-6941
8th & Anderson

CALL for CARRY-OUT or FREE DELIVERY
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with this project."
Gayle Nichols, club vice president, said students are needed as
chaperones, to help with games, to
set-up and clean-up.
Two -local bands, Jumping
Johnny and I~ne, will play at the
event.
Admission is $1 plus a can of
food, which will be donated to the
local food bank.
The club has been advertising the
event at the youth service center
and at three middle schools in
Ellensburg, Kittitas and Thorp .
There are several ways for interested Central students to sign up to
assist, Nichols said. An informational meeting will be May 17.
plus a volunteer sheet is posted on
the door of Room 458 in the Psychology Building.
Nichols wants to make this
project a regular activity for the
club, and possibly do one or two
Youth Nites per quarter in the future.

AUSTIN'S
EATS
NOW SERVING
THE BEST BEERS
&ALESOFTHE
NORTHWEST
•Non-smoking
•Live music every
Wednesday night
•Great food at
reasonable prices
•Fresh baked breads

312 North Main
925-3012
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Godzilla meets his match in newest monster movie
by Tony Costantl
and David Phllllps
Staff reporters

Movie RevielN

The Movie Guy's rating scale:
4~ Groovy

3- More than All Right
2-All Right

,

1- Less than All Right

0--Plan 9 from Outer Space
This week we bring you the one,
the only, Godzilla, in this 1989
classic, "Godzilla vs. Biollante. ,.
The movie takes off five years
after the classic "Godzilla 1984, "
in which Godzilla takes on Japan.
In this one. Godzilla talces on not
only Japan, but also a giant,
Godzilla-gene-spliced rose.
The name of this killer mutated
rose, and where the movie gets its
title, is Biollante. What this name

means, we have no idea, but in
Japanese, we are sure it is definitely something scary and tough:
Biollante is a genetically engineered monster created by a crazed
scientist who splices a rose cell, a
Godzilla cell and a cell from his
dead daughter to create something
capable of taking on Godzilla and
letting his daughter live forever as
a rose.
The problem being, as is common in most of these movies, the
rose grows to about 100 feet tall

and has big, nasty, sharp teeth.
For the rest of the film, it's hard to
tell if Biollante is a friend or foe.
but then again, we really didn't
care. because he/she/it was so cool.
In this monstrous movie, the Japanese have finally decided, after being constantly terrorized and
stomped by Godzilla for more than
40 years. to build a self-defense
force specifically designed to protect them from Godzilla.
This time they have the predictable amount of useless and ineffec-

tive tanks, infantry, an amazing
numberofhelicopters,and lots and
lots of rockets.
The Japanese also have two secret
weapons: first, a young, attractive
psychic who is able to stop Godzilla
in his tracks with only her mind; or
so we assume, for a pitiful amount
of time.
The second is the return of SuperX, a remote-controlled flying fortress (last seen in "GOdzilla 1984")
that has been refitted with a mighty
mirror capable of reflecting

Godzilla's radioactive breath back
at him. But, much like in 1984.
Super-X falls sadly shy of factory
specifications.
One of the more interesting plot
twists in this Godzilla movie was
the filming in the fictional country
Saradi, somewhere in the Middle
East. we figure. A crazed spy guy,
a. k. a. the Saradian agent, as everyone in the movie calls him, causes
all kinds of problems, like stealing
a virus the military was trying to
use on Godzilla and killing pretty
much everyone he meets in his wish
to get the virus.
This movie is one of th~ · best
Godzilla movies we have ever seen,
and we've seen them all. We have
to give this one a Groovy for special effects. typical B-Movie acting, and the rose that would not die.

Associated Students of Central Washington University

AS-C

Stop By SUB 106 or Call 963-1693

.Lt\SC"'llT ~.1uel.col11es )'Ott, to:

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
Legislative Liaison

Organization:
Position Disc:

§,~..,,,,.,,,,

am1~

Office of Legislative Affairs,
SUB 106
5/12/94
ASCWU BOD

~-~

'

eekerfd-

Events:
~

I:
I:

Parents and Families Check-in
The Legislative Liaison will work as
SUB Lair 9 am - 2 pm
' an intermediary between the 1995 State Legislature and the students of CWU, in particular the
~ASCWU student government. Work assign~
ments will be varied ranging from attending and ~ Parents Hospitality Center
SUB Lair
testifying at pertinent committee meetings,
Sponsored by The Parents Association 9 am - 2 pm
tracking legislation, research and writing, attend ~~: 2 pm Board Meeting - Everyone Welcome
ing legislative functions, and meeting with
elected officials.

Cehind the Dining Hall Scenes
Sec where the food your student eats comes from!
1bul'S of Holmes Dining Hall every hour on the hour
from 10 am until 6 pm. Free of Charge.

I

I.
I_

The liaison will be a representative of the
ASCWU and the students of Central. The
Liaison will work alongside the Washington
Student Lobby and will work with the ASCWU
Vice President for Political Affairs to help carry
out the ASCWU legislative agenda.

Skills Req:

Good communication and analytical skills, research and writing skills, and some
knowledge, interest, and/or political experience.
Must be willing to put in long hours during the
session and the ability to work with a wide array
of issues and diverse individuals. Computer and
typing skills would be an advantage.
1994-95 school year. During Fall
and Spring quarters the Legislative Liaison will
be required to work 15 hours per week. During
Winter quarter he/she will work in Olympia
during the Legislative session which begins in
early January and ends in late March.

;.:: .
~°'§'
~:

~:
~l

~·

~
~
~~

ahimposium

Holmes Dining Hall - West side
4:45 pm - 6:30 pm. $9.00

-

Come visit CWU~s new facility which houses
world famous W: • • d her adopte.d family of
Chimpanzee's. •

~~

I

Parents Weekend Barbecue

l/niversity Bookstore
Whether you're just passing through or shopping for
Wildcat supplies. stop by the bookstore for all your
Central needs. Open from 9 am to 5 pm.

Parents Weekend Breakfast I Lunch
Holmes Dining Hall
9:15 am to 1:30 pm.
$5.00

feature Entertainment Event

Yakima River Float
Explore ~e Yakima_ Riv
yon from the
perspective of a nauv • a float down the river
A refreshment b
• • eluded halfway through this
scenic adventure.
es from Hertz Parking Lot
l pm. - 4 pm. Satu ay and Sunday $10.00

Bringing you a night of laughs with a new face and
a Pacific Northwest favorite. Join us in McConnell
Auditorium for mentalist Craig Karges and corned' • •
Ross Shafer at 7:30 pm. $8.00 general admissi
'
$7.00 students.

family Brunch
A sumptuous feast, and special entertainment.
You won·~ want to miss. SUB Fountain Room

n Ellensburg

10:00 am to 12:00 pm $8.00

The underground of Scaule's g •
down and check out Ellerub •
·on of Upstairs
Downstairs. Tours start· . ·
ittitas Valley Museum.
10:30 am to 3 pm $2: • 1vidual.

Appl Procedure:

Stop by our office and pick up an
application. A cover letter of interest with reference to political knowledge, interest, or experience and a resume are also required.

APPLICATIONS DUE MAY 26, 1994

4olf Tournament
Golf and lots of prizes! Ellensburg golf course.
1 pm $10.00.

Please call Mary Elizabeth Cummins or Scott Drummond
at Stude:it Activities 963·1691 if you have any questions.
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SPORTS
Softball team goes out swinging
•Wildcats win one,
lose two in NAIA
district tournament
by Ernest M. Baldwin
Staff reporter
The -Central women's softball
team's season ended Friday in the
second round of the district playoffs when it lost consecutive games
to Pacific Lutheran University and
the University of Puget Sound.
The team finished the season with
an official record of 11-14, 21-18
counting games against junior colleges and club teams.
In the first game of the playoff
tournament, the Wildcats, seeded
second, took on third-seeded Puget
Sound.
The Wildcats scored eight unanswered runs and rallied from a 5-0
deficit to pull out the 8-5 win. In the
. fourth inning the Wildcats drove in
three runs and added five more in
the sixth to pick up the victory.
Senior Kim Spradlin picked up
her eighth victory of the season
pitching all seven innings. Sopho-

more outfielder Brenda Swanberg
drove in four runs with a pair of
two-out doubles in the game to lead
the Wildcats. Junior third baseman
Denise Laws and senior shortstop
Bridget Powers had two hits apiece
in the victory.
"We showed ourselves and the
other teams we deserve to be in this
tournament," head coach Nancy
Katzer said. "It was a great win for
us to start the tournament."
Powers said, "We had to win this
game because Puget Sound wanted
to win this game really bad."
With the victory, the Wildcats
moved on to face -regular-season
districtchampionPacificLutheran.
The winner would advance to the
district championship while the
loser would face Puget Sound in a
loser-out game.
In their second game, the Wildcats jumped out to a 1-0 lead in the
first inning on Laws' single. But the
Lutes scored three runs while holding Central scoreless for the rest of
the game. Pacific Lutheran scored
two runs in the fourth inning to take
the lead for good. 3-1.
The Wildcats did out-hit the Lutes
six to five. J unioroutfielder Wendy
Koch had two hits to lead Central.

"We just could not get that key
hit," Katzer said. "We would come
to bat with two outs and runners on
base and hit into an out."
The loss dropped Central into a
loser-out game with Puget Sound.
The winner would play Pacific
Lutheran for the district title while
the loser would be done for the
season.
Puget Sound got on the board first
with two runs in the second inning
and was up 3-0 after five innings.
The Wildcats finally got on the
board in the ·seventh when senior
first baseman Traci Gefre 's double
scored Powers, who had singled in
the inning. But with the tying run at
the plate, Central' s season ended.
Katzer said the Wildcats may
have run out of gas in the last game.
"Playing three games in one day
is a rough road and we ran out of
energy," Katzer said ...We were in
the game mentally but physical we
had nothing left."
"This was icing on the cake for the
team," she said. "We would have
liked to have done better but for the
program being only two years old
we did a greatjob."
Pacific Lutheran won the district
tournament.

Ken Pinnell / The Observer

Senior Jennifer Hyer sets up for a pitch. Hyer was one of
six seniors on this year's squad. The Wiidcats will have
nine varsity lettermen returning next season.

Baseball squad ends season with two wins in last at-bat
by Paul Williams
Sports editor

''They (Lewis-Clark State) jumped
out in front early and oiJr pitching
couldn't hold them," assistantcoach
Mead Fenton said.
The Wildcats turned around the
next day and played two games
against the Warriors. Both games
were all Lewis-Clark as they won
20-0 in the first game and 6-0 in the
second.
"It was frustrating out there," senior outfielder Aaron Clem said.
'-'Especially for the guys on the
bench."
Fenton said, "When you give up
20 runs and score none, there's a lot
of things that go wrong."
Along with the offensive display
by the Warriors. another problem
for Central was the fielding. The

Wildcats made 13 errors in the three as Lewis-Clark State, Washington
games.
State University, the University of
Clem said hitting was also a prob- Washington and the University of
The Central baseball team ended
l~m.
Tennessee.
its season against two tough oppo"We didn't have a lot of luck at
The series started Monday with
nents. · the top-ranked team in the
the plate," he said. "We didn •t hit NBI winning in a laugher, 17-2.
nation. Lewis-Clark State College,
as well as we u~ually do and they Tuesday was a different story as the
and Canada's National Baseball
hit the ball well."
Wildcats won both games in their
Institute.
Another factor was the heat The last at-bat, 9-8 and 10-9.
The Wildcats pfayed three games
temperatµre at game time was in
Senior first baseman Doug
against both of these teams and
the upper 80s. Coupled with the Ashmore hit a pinch-hit homer in
won two of those six games.
black shirts Central wears, it made the bottom of the ninth. The home Last weekend the Wildcats travit a hot one for the Wildcats.
run was the sixth of the season for
eled to Lewiston, Idaho, for a three"The pitchers and catchers wore Ashmore and wiped out a one-run
game series with the Warriors. The
out much quicker in the heat," Clem deficit after Central had led at one
series started with Lewis-Clark
said.
point 7-2.
State taking a 7-2 lead. Despite a
Then the Wildcats returned home
"He's had a good senior year,"
grand-slam home run from senior
for a three-game exhibition series Fenton said." He didn't get a whole
catcher Berry Duty, the Wildcats
with Canada's National Baseball lot of playing time early in the year
came up short by a 13-8 score.
Institute. NBI has beaten teams such but once he got the chance to play he
didn't let go of the opportunity."
Central once again showed its flare
for the dramatics in the second game.
Junior outfielder Darin Higgins hit
a double with the bases loaded in the
bottom of the ninth, scoring three
runs and giving Central the victory.
"We put it all together today,"
Fenton said. "We got consistent
-pitching and some clutch hitting."
Senior first baseman-designated
hitter Steve Valley said the difference between Lewis-Clark and NBI
may have been a mental one.
"I don't think we were intimidated
by them (NBI) as much as LewisClark State," Valley said.
"We knew these were our last
games, we had nothing to lose," he
said.
Clem said, "We were trying to play
our last five games for pride. We
hoped to do better against LewisClark."
Fenton cited the play ofjunioroutfielder Chris Cruzan. sophomore
outfielder Dana Beckley and freshKen Pinnell / The Observer
man pitcher Mark Stewart.
Junior catcher Jim Boora gets good extension on his swing.
"Cru7.an had a great day offen-

sively. B~kley ~~d. ~~u~tand
ing day," Fenton Said. "He'6asn't
had a chance all season to show
what he could do but he did all his
talking with his bat. Stewart
pitched a heck of a game. He is
going to be a big part of the program for the next few years."
The Wildcats ended the season
with a 18-24 record, 8-7 in District
I play.
.A lot of players Central was
counting on to be a big part of its
team this year were declared academically ineligible.
"We had some key players who
were ineligible to play," Clem said.
"We had some guys playing some
different positions than they normally do."
Valley said: "At the first part of
the season we lost so many people
to eligibility. It seemed like we
never came together as a team."
Fenton said: "We didn't put it
together a lot this year. We had a
really young team and we lost to
some teams we should have beat
as well."
Valley also said consistency was
a problem.
"We were really up-and-down
this year," he said.
WILDCAT NOTES: Eight
players played the last game of
their Wildcat careers Tuesday.
Clem, Valley, Ashmore, Duty,
Bryan Townley. Rich Newell,
Thad Nelson and Scott Harvey
either used up their elig~bility or
are graduating.
Ashmore finished the season
leading the team in hitting with a
.329 average, just one point ahead
of Nelson. Nelson• s five homers
were·tops on the team and Valley
had 32 RBis to lead the Wildcats.
Newell led the team in wins(five)
and earned-run average (3.87).
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Tracksters prepare for district and national ·meets
by Greg Ajdaya
Copy editor

Dodd, 2:27.9; 2, Melissa
Van Ruiten, 2:30.6
1,500
meters-1 ,
Rebecca Hill, 5:02.5
3,000 meters-1, Christy
Kirchner, 11 :03. 7
5,000 meters-1, Joelle
Heikkila, 20:17. 7; 2,
Kendall Daniels, 22:31.6
100 hurdles-1, Michelle
Mann, 17.5; 2, Kara Dodd,
17.8; 3, Melissa Van
Ruiten, 17 .9
Long jump-1, Shelley
Johnson, 17-8 1/2; 2,
Nickola Wilson; 17-1 1/4;
3, Erin Hamilton 14-8 1/2
Triple jump-1, Erin
Hamilton, 33-4; 2, Shelley
Johnson, 32-0
Javelin-1,
Angie
Marchant, 117-9
Discus-1,
Sonya
Howard, 117-8; 2, Amy
Breed, 112-8; 3, Angie
Marchant, 11 0-4
Shot put-1, Angie
Marchant, 37-4 112; 2,
Sonya Howard, 36-4 1/2;
3, Amy Breed, 34-1O1/2

Central' s men's and women's
track-and-field teams had six more
members qualify for districts Saturday ~ Last Chance Invita-_ ...
tional at Tomlinson Stadium.
New district qualifiers were:
freshman Antoine Butcher in the
men's shot put with a 42 feet, 9
inch toss; sophomore Nickola Wilson in the women's 200 meters
with a time of 26.3 seconds; freshman Sonya Howard in the shot put
with a throw of 36 feet. 4 1/2 inches;
freshmen Amy Breed and Angie
Marchant in the discus with tosses
of 112 feet, 8 inches and 110 feet,
4 inches, respectively; and sophomore Erin Hamilton in the triple
(3
jumpwithaleapof33 feet,4inches.
c:
CIJ
·c
.
.
"I'm glad I competed in the events
m
I did to get to districts," said
Aaron und explodes out ot the starting blocks at a .meet earner this season.
Butcher, who competes in the shot
Top Women Finishers
3, Craig Yeagley, 13-6
put, javelin, discus, long jump and 23.5; 3, Garth Lind, 23.7
100-meter relay. "Hopefully I can 400 meter~2,Jaredlind, Long jump-1 , Gab.e 100 meters-1 , Nickola
try for a chance at" nationals in the 52.0
Campell, 20-4; 2, Antoine Wilson, 13.0; 2, Michelle
javelin."
800 meters-1 , Allan Butcher, 18-8; 3, Gary Manns, 14.0; 3, Amy
Wilson, who competes in the 100Breed,14.2
meter, 200-meter and long jump Covell, 1:59.8; 2, Donovan Petersen, 18-0
Triple jump-1, Gabe 200 meters-1 , Nickola
events, said, ," I felt it (the meet) Russell, 2:00.0; 3. Matt
was good and the weather was good. Cory, 2:03.7
Campbell, 43-0; 2, Gary Wilson, 26.3; 2, Kara
It was my last chance to get better 1,500 meters-1 , Eric Petersen, 38-8
Dodd, 27.7; 3, Rebecca
jumps and I did."
Tollefson (Central Running Javelin-1, Jeff Boyle, Hill, 28.0
"I'm excited about going to disClub), 4:15.9; 2, Rusty 164-0; 3, Brian Wilson, 800 meters-1, Kara
tricts in four events," she said.
146-3
Butcher said a lot of Central ath., Miller, 4:20.8
letes are going to districts and some Steeplechase-1 , Eric Discus-1, Joe Pearce,
are close to national marks.
Tolle..fson (Running Club), 135-11; 3, Aaron Lind, 123..A few people are on the edge of
9:24.S; 2, Ben Rickey (Run- 1
going to nationals, by either being
Shot put-1 , Mike Manz,
I Warm weather is here
a few seconds or a few inches off ning Club), 10:46.9
5,000 meters-1 , Eric 43-7 1/2; 2, Antoine
the mark," he said. .
.
I
Wilsoft;~CI. ""ff-tdoks like we're Tollefson (Running Club); Butcher, 42-9; 3, Brent
I
going into"(<iistiicts) prett}' strong 16:41.5; 2, KevinAdkiss9n Malmberg, 41-4
I
with a good chance of placing in
I
(Running Club) 18:02.1;
the top four."
I
3, Cory Rasmussen (RunWildcats who have qualified for_
I
ning Club)18:08.6
L *Valid with coupon only
districts will travel Friday to
400
hurdles-1
,
Rich
Ferndale High School for the disSarkany, 58.5
trict meet.

-

Ken's Auto Wash

r------------------~
so come on in for I

Italian Sod·a

99¢

4x100 meters-1 , Liefke,
Top Men Finishers
100 meters-1,Antoine Lind, Lind, Lind, 43.7; 2,
Butcher, 12.2; 2, Gary Central Weightman, 48.9;
Petersen, 12.4; 3, Brian 3, Central Running Club,
50.2
Wilson, 12.6
200 meters-1, Dustin Pole vault-1, Rick Maib,
Liefke, 23.1; 2, Aaron Lind, 14-6; 2, John Perry, 13-6;

-----------------Schmidt Case

DON'T
be a
BONER,
Wear a
CONDOM!!

*expires 5-19-94

$7.99
*Now accepting BP Cards
Credit same as cash
1013 E.10th •

925-7915

~Observer
You can just read
it for the articles

WELCOME
PARENTS!

FRAZZINl'S
PIZZA PLACE

·------

Open Satu~rday & Sunday
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

1,, tk 'Pfasa,

Frazzini's Pizza Place .would
like to wish all the visiting
parents a great weekend,
and invite you over for the
best Pizza in town.

STOP Ill AND SEE US!

f ;z~ - -;RAZziNrsPiZZArLAci'-1

1 .~·
I ll~e
I
1.

This coupon is good for
$2 OFF any medium Pizza
or
$3 OFF any large Pizza

1

Jerrol·s
I:
i

HHI It~I II ij U~IJB HI !I U1J 1\ll

I
I

Monday - Thursday
Friday

I

111 E. 8th

L-----------------~

8 am - 9 pm
8 am-8:30 pm

925-985 1

I
I
I
I
I
..II
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Men's intramural softball standings as of April 29
MENSY
Tuesday-Thursday 4:00
Team
Ryan Moody
One Too Many
Half Rack & a Fat Chick
Ryan Mattson
Another Brick
Dan Berger
Poor Boys
Grapplers
Kurt Nicholson
No Time

Won

Lost

Tie
0

0

1
1

6
5

-0

4

1
3
3
3

3
3
3
2

4

1
1
0

5
5
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sportsmanship
10~0 10.0
10.0
10.0
9.66
10.0
8.9
9.66
10.0
10.0

MENSZ
Tuesday-Thursday 5:00
Team
JPP Horseshoe
Pearl Necklace
Idda Bitta Pie
Double Bogers
Soiled Shorts
Tate Kyle
Air-eolas
2Much Brew
Team Bud
The Creepers

Matt Shupp of Xiphoid takes a cut during intramural softball action Tuesday.

MENSX
Monday-Wednesday 5:00
Team
Headboard Shakers
The Bashers
The Drillers
Village Pizza
Jeff Zehnder
SRV
Soiled Prophylactics
Nancy Fritz
Rated Rookies
Three-legged Men

Won

5

This week is the last week of
Lost
0

1

1
2
2
2
2
3
3
4

0

5

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

0
0

Sportmanship
9.6
10.0
9.75
10.0
10.0

0

10.0

0
0

10.0
10.0
9.6
10.0

Tie
0
0

0

0
0

Won
6

Lost
0

5
5

1
1

3
3
2
2
2

.3

3
4
4
4

5
5

the regular season for all co-ed
and men's league teams. The

loOICING

playoffs will start next week.
Stop by the bulletin board out-

~Observer 1s

side the Intramural Sports Of-

Ao

flee in Nicholson Pavilion
Room I08 to see if your team
has made the playoffs.

Foa

~;.

REPRESENTATIVE.

SnuNG

Ao

Joa?

SPACE To LocAL Bus1NEssEs.

§:

CALL

§:'·

9~6

9.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

THE Joe ENTAILS

PAID ON COMMISSION.

~

•

Sportsmanship
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

LooK1NG FoR AN

m

~

Tie
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9 6 3-1Ol6 ...

~2ND ANNUAL SIDEWALK SALE~~
/("
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
X\X\

MOUNTAIN HIGH SPORTS
.Hundreds of Summer and Winter Items 20°/o to 80°/o Off

MOUNTAIN HIGH

SPORTS

105 E 4th Ave.
925-4626

Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
May 12, 13 & 14
9:00 A.M. To 6 P.M.

WE ALSO RENT MOUNTAIN BIKES• ROLLERBLADES• CAMPING ·EQUIPMENT, & FUN!
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~@THE FUN PAGE~® fb, CLASSIFIEDS

©

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES! Sign
.up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.

CIA absent from Job Fair Horoscopes for this week ::~~::·STEPAERosicscernfied
Answer People explain the real story
ask, "Do you have any Bozo shoes
in size 20?"
The worker will hand you a
shoebox. Inside are directions. The
directions are to take the elevator
to the fourth floor in the Library.
After pushing the 'Close door' button, state in a clear, loud voice, "I
am Harvey Moon!"
The elevator hatch will open; a
blindfold will be lowered down.
Wear the blindfold. A person will
open the elevator and direct you to
the phone booth on the second floor.
Inside will be arepresentative from
the CIA who will answer all your
questions and take your resume.
Of course, since you were able to
see him, you must either join immediately or are never heard from
again, much like Vanilla Ice.
Hey, you were the one who·wanted
to meet them so bad.
Hey kids/Be sure to write to the
Answer People with all those burning questions. We can be reached
in Bouillon 227 or through the
Mystery Box in the Samuelson
Union Building Information Booth.
Please include a name and phone
number for verification.

Q. Dear Answer People:
I went to the Job Fair yesterday.
There were a lot of employers
there, but you know who I didn't
notice? Anyone from the CIA. A
couple of years ago, I caught a
glimpse of a guy from the CIA
there. Why didn't they come this
year? ·
-William C.
A. Well, Will, the joke is on you.
TheCIAwasthere. Youjustdidn't
know how to find them. Our Answer People staffsometimes works
closely with the CIA, and it was
actually us manning the boOth most
of the day yesterday. There were
several ways to find us, but here's
the easiest and cheapest. Since you
obviously missed it this year, here
are instructions for next year.
First, go to the Target booth.
Tell the man, "The woods are
lovely, dark and deep, but my dog
has fleas."· · The secret
counterphrase he should respond
with is, "Seven seals went up the
Palouse." ,
The man wiff direct you to the
Volume Shoe Source booth. At
the booth, you must very calmly

MOVIE QUOTES:
·1·u

BE BAcK. HA! BET

You

1

D11>N T

A.

PREDATOR

I WAS GoaNG TO SAv THAT•• :
•h's Mv Joa, l'M A TERMINATOR •• :
•h's B@#%S@%!, Au OF IT••• •

B.

K1NDERGARTEN CoP

c.

UST ACTION

·coNs•DER THAT A

E.

KNow

"h's NOT A TuMoR!"
8

""

D. TOTAL

D1v0Ra ••• •

·~

HERO

RECALL

TERMINATOR

l

1'u c.1V£ You /i. H1NT, ARNOLD MYs '1M

Q • .,. V "(

3

-~

:> • J,

by 'Princess' Anne Ruben
Special to The Observer
Aries (March 21-April 20)
Try to curb a tendency to play
dictator this week. You may enjoy
the power trip, but your friends will
soon grow tired of the act. Learn to
compromise.
Taurus (April 21-May 20)
You have been feeling exceptionally social lately. Take this opportunity to meet new people. Spend
time with other Taureans who are
in a like frame of mind.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Quench your thirst for knowledge
this week. Take some time to educate yourself or satisfy a curiosity.
Remember, education doesn't have
to mean spending hours in the library.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
You like to collect things, one of
them being people. Listen, but don't ·
let anyone's problems become your
own. Remember, you only have
two shoulders for people to lean on.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Study, study, study! You want to
play. but your midterm load leaves
little time for leisure. Once exams
are over, you can relax for a short
while.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
It is time to stop avoiding your
problems and face what is bothering you. Don't drown your sorrows
or fill your body with unhealthy
things ·in order to evade the real·
issue.

.
·
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Instead of weighing every decision carefully, try doing something
on pure impulse. Surprise a special
person with a romantic evening
rather than planning it weeks in
advance.
.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
·

Indecision will soon end and a EARN CASH tuft.
t
· th h
f
·
· ·
s 1ng enve1opes a

pallon will resolve itself. Try to
relax and concentrate on yowrself
and your health until the news
comes.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 2.1)
You are feeling especially romantic this week. Take this opportunity
to woo a new love or remind an old
love of how much they mean to

Olathe, KS 66051.

you. •
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Caffeine is your f~end this w~ek.
Your energy level is at an all-time
low and at times, .breathing feels
like a struggle. Lay low and this
phase will pass.
Aquarius (Jan. 2l•Feb. 18)
Get in touch with your psychic
side this week. Conduct a seance or
.
.
past-hferegre~s1on.~erhapsatarot
~~d or two will be m the future.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Go a little crazy this week! You
have been working hard and you
deserve a break. Climb a tree or
wear daisies in your hair, just get
out of the house.
. . .
.
~ A~ne Ruben is a JUrnor m~1ormg m anthropology. She 1s a
Taurus and has been studying
astrology. for five years.

STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morelia Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexica~o Internacional offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2,300 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals and excursions.
Applicatio~s now available at the Office
of International Programs at 963-3612.

MISDEMEANORS

IF SO, CONTACT:

Amelia M. Clark 925-1955
Attorney At Law
415 E. Mountain View
(Across from Bi-Mart)

1(IPTI'I5t5 'V..9LLL'E,')"
OiI!l(OP'l(JJLCIIC
502 9f.: !l('ll'B'Y
'ELL'E'J{S'B'l.19{{j, 'W5t 98926
(509)962-9796
Locate/: 1 6Coc~9{prtfi ofSafeway

First Consultation FREE!

11----------------------c•J/I

The Om§Store Worth Ta/kin§About•

All of us at Fra%%'s woulb like to
Wisl1 tl1c visitit.15 parmts a 5rcat
weekmb. Please come i11 a11b
visit us for 5rcat f oob itt a casuat rdaxeb & futt atmospl1erc.
Call earl\.j & reserve times for
1uttcl1 & bi11tter.
92;-GAM£ (4263)

CRUISE SHIPS now hiring - Earn up to
$2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships
or land-Tour Companies. Worl~
Travel. Summer & Full-time employment available. No e~perienc~
necessary. For more information call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6093.

STUDY. JAPANESE Language and .
cult~re in Tokyo, Japan. CWU and Asia
University offer a new short-term
program for students with any language
level. Program available Fall and
Spring Quarters. Apply for Spring n0w!
Office of International Programs 9633612.
STUDY IN Athens, Greece. A quarterly
program, open fall and spring quarters
offers Greek language for beginners.
Other courses could include history,
political science, Greek literature and
art ~istory. Applications for Spring available now! 963-3612.
ADOPTION-YEARS full of .laughter
and love for your child. Vibrant
professional couple, financially secure,
will raise your child with devotion and
love. Faculty Mom, psychologist Dad,
playful parrot all yearn for a baby to
make our family complete. Please call
us collect at 408-244-5023.

1J• • 4
lROUBU'I

CRIMINAL TRAFFIC

ALASKA SUMME:R EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $8,000+ in two months.
Room and board! .Transportation! Male
or Female. No experience necessary.
Call (206) 545-4155 ext. A6093

s1t~at1on . at as 1e t _you m antici- home. Send SASE to P.O. Box 395,

:nHMSNV

D.W. I.

instructors. Hans' Gym offers 40
classes per week. For more information
call 962-9277
'

Would like to wish all the
visiting parents a qreat
weekend. We hope to see
vou aqain soon.

SUMMER WORK: construction laborer
in Yakima/Tri-Cities area Call 1.;4525000, ask for Chris or Dave.
SUMMER STAFF NEEDED Residential
camps, working with male campers with
disabilities. Counselors, Lifeguards,
Kitchen Staff. Easter Seal Camps in Gig
Harbor, WA & Lake Coeur d'Alene. For
Info & App CALL 206-884-2722 .
SUMMER HELP needed: must be 21
years of age, F&L Tavern.
1200 E. 10th St., 962-5999
ROOM FOR rent 1 Large room in 2 BR
house, Close to campus, $325 pays
rent/utilities. $150 deposit. Male only,
non-smoker. Dave, 925-2940.
Available 611/94.
NEED SPARE CASH? ENDS AREN'T
MEETING? Best financial opportunity
yet. Benefit from a new $100 Billion
Telecommunications Industry. FREE
SEMINAR, May 13th, 7:30 pm or May
14th, 10 am Eagles Lodge, 301 W. 4th.
Call 925-2427.
PAPERS/RESUMES Typed! No job
too big or too small. Quality work;
reasonable prices. 925-2859
WANTED: STUDENTS for year-round
employment to sell color-change
clothing such as boxer shorts, T-shirts +
hat. Also NCAA clothing available. Work
own hours. Distributors needed. Call
JABCO 1-800-454-4055 for more
distributorship information.

"Money & Freedom"
·Call Now!

700 S. Main

jPin #1231

521-3243 Seattle area
24 Hour Recorded F~ Message

f r-------------------------e~V1'_u
__Z>_1_n~1~n~c;_s__&~--v~1e.&_s______~--------------------.-.---a>~~

·Attention 1994 CWU Graduates
Celebrate your achievement
with a fabulous luncheon presented by
CWU Dining Services.
Families and friends of the 1994 graduating class
are invited to attend a luncheon, Saturday, June 11, at
Holmes Dining Hall - a short walk from Tomlinson Field.
A buffet luncheon will be served from noon to 2 p.m.
and a jazz band will provide the entertainment.
Tickets: $7.50 per person
May be purchased by calling CWU Dining Services
(Meal~Card Office) or by sending your request to:
CWU Dining Services
400 East 8th Avenue• Ellensburg, WA 98926-7588.
For more information, please call
CWU Dining Services (509) 963-1591.
/

Get a Handle On Your Future
1994 Grad Cups will be on sale at Dining Services
after June 1 and at commencement on June 11, 1994.
This week's question:
When was Central's first commencement ceremony?
(Submit your answer at the Central Cafe.)

And you thou t you could only
afford macaroni and cheese.

MaanJosJl• LC 475 4180, tVJpte•
OJlar Plus 14·J>i.'{Jlay, ~ F.:dentkxJ Keyboard Dand mouse.

MacinkJsb• LC 575 51/(j(},
inJernal AppleCIJ1JI J()()i Plus CD-ROM
Drive, )/1k9 Keyboard Dand mouse.

Macinlcsh !)uadra• 610 8"230,
inJernal Af!JleCIJ1JI J()()i CD-ROM Drive, APfJ/e9 OJ/or
Plus 14" Display,~ F.:dentkxJ Keyboard Dand mouse.

Right now, you could take home one of the countrys best-selling personal notebook computer. They're all powerful, easy to use and more affordable than
computers• for incredibly low monthly payments. By
ever. Its that simple. So, stop by your Apple Campus
The Apple Computer loan.
qualifying for the Apple Computer Loan, you can
Reseller for further information.
choose from the entire Macintosh· line or grab a PowerBool(, the most popular You'll be amazed what you can buy on a tight college budget.

Appl[e •'-.

For more information contact
Nils Tonsmann at the University Store
963-1335

